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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2009145655A1] The holster for hand small arms relates to device for carrying and bringing hand small arms into a readiness condition by
one hand and can be used by law enforcement authorities, intrusion protection structures, in military units etc. The aim of the invention is to simplify
the structural design, reduce the time for bringing small arms into a readiness condition and to improve the ease of use by reducing the effort for
bringing small arms into a readiness condition. The inventive holster for small arms is designed so as to make it possible to bring small arms into
a reediness condition by one hand and consists of a body which comprises a fixing unit for holding the arm by a trigger guard, a bearing for the
pistol barrel with the end part, an opening for the barrel accommodated in the body in such a way that it is movable together with a breechblock
along the holster longitudinal axis when the small arm is withdrawn from the holster by means of the cocking mechanism which is rigidly connected
to the holster body and is movably linked to the bearing. The cocking mechanism is in the form of a spring which is compressed or extended by
force applied to the bearing in the direction of the exit from the holster and the fixing unit is in the form of a projection made on a spring-loaded plate
which is also provided with a projection for unlocking the trigger guard when said projection interacts with a control squeeze wedge-shaped element
mounted on the bearing.
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